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Revolver Undulators- What do they do?  
 Revolver undulators are “two undulators in the space of one,” allowing higher X-ray 

brightness over a broader energy range than a planar undulator with a single magnetic 
period.  A revolver undulator will be used in lieu of multiple in-line undulators for DCS. 
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Tuning curves for three undulator periods: 3.3-cm (red), 2.5-cm (purple) and 2.3-cm (green).  A revolver 
undulator combining 2.3- and 2.5-cm periods was being considered for Sector 1 as part of the original APS-
U.  That combination offers an essentially continuous tuning range from 30 – 115 keV and higher brightness 
at most energies than a single undulator designed to cover that energy range.  

DCS Revolver Undulator 

The revolver 
undulator being 
built for Sector 35/ 
DCS will use 3.0- 
and 2.7-cm period 
magnet structures. 
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Presentation Notes
Revolver undulators are “two undulators in the space of one” and allow higher X-ray brightness over a broader energy range than a conventional planar undulator with a single magnetic period.  Used in place of multiple in-line undulators, they conserve source space and are more cost-effective.



Two Undulators in One?  How is That Accomplished? 

 Where conventional undulators use magnet 
structures of a single period on each 
“strongback,” our revolver undulators use 
two magnet structures of different periods 
on a revolving strongback. 

 Those magnet structures are mounted at 
90°to each other; the revolving 
strongback allows precise rotation between 
the two structures when the undulator gap 
is sufficiently open. 
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DCS Revolver Undulator 
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In contrast to a conventional undulator with a single magnet structure, our revolver undulator has two structures oriented at 90° to each other.  The magnet structures are switched by precisely revolving the “strongback” or jaw.



Revolver Undulator History at the APS 
 Revolver undulators were envisioned to be a significant part of the original APS-U; 5 

revolver undulators were in the APS-U baseline, with possibly more in contingent scope.  
Another was planned for DCS; only that one is still underway. 

 Single-jaw prototypes were designed and tested as part of an LDRD; one prototype was 
further developed into a full revolver undulator with two revolver jaws and two different 
magnet structures.  

 Final mechanical and controls design (for “production” revolver undulators) was to have 
been part of APS-U, but was removed with the switch to the MBA lattice.  The work has 
proceeded, but there has been schedule impact. 
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DCS Revolver Undulator 

The prototype revolver undulator (3.3/2.7-cm 
periods) undergoing testing while installed 
over an ID vacuum chamber.   
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The magnetic performance and uptime record of conventional planar, hybrid undulators at the APS is stellar.  The challenge is to preserve that performance with the inherently more complex revolver undulators.  



Revolver Undulator Design Challenges 
 Revolver undulators are mature technologies at other light sources.  ESRF has had 

revolver undulators in operation for well over a decade. 
 Revolver undulators were not envisioned when the design direction was set for IDs and 

ID vacuum chambers at the APS, so incorporating revolvers presented some challenges 
unique to the APS.  APS undulators are longer than most ESRF undulators (2.4m vs. 1.6 
m), our gap separation mechanism uses 4 independent gap drive motors (vs. 1), and our 
undulators are allowed to taper the gap with up to a 5 mm difference end-to-end. 
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DCS Revolver Undulator 

Upper jaw of revolver undulator 
at ESRF.  The ID vacuum chamber 
was designed to accept revolver 
undulators. 

End view of an early APS revolver 
undulator  design and the existing ID 
vacuum chamber and support. The 
support needed to be redesigned to 
accommodate the unused lower 
magnetic structure in the outboard 
position. 
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Why didn’t we just directly use ESRF’s design?  The APS ID vacuum chamber, the stands that support the chamber and the gap separation mechanism were not designed for revolver use.  (Optimized for other criteria- i.e. guidance centered over the magnet structure, rather than offset for additional revolver clearance.) Also, the requirement to be able to taper the gap makes revolver undulators at APS much more complicated- i.e. limit switches at ends of magnetic structures. ESRF’s undulators are also shorter (1.6m vs. 2.4 at APS).  (We did, however, copy the best parts!)



Revolver Undulator Design Challenges 

 Many of these challenges were addressed with an APS-specific revolver undulator 
development program (LDRD-funded), where single-jaw prototypes were designed, built 
and tested.  That project culminated in a design being selected and parts procured for a 
two-jaw prototype. 

 Further design refinements of the revolver undulator, and design of ID vacuum chamber 
stands to accommodate the revolver, were done as part of APS-U. 
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DCS Revolver Undulator 

Modifications to the strongbacks 
and their supports, based on the 
single-jaw prototype testing, were 
straightforward. 

Design of a minimum-gap limit switch 
arrangement, as well as IDVC stands that 
were revolver-compatible, were rather 
involved.  The full overtravel range of the 
revolver axes, the different heights of 
the magnet structures and the large 
forces required of the IDVC stands had to 
be addressed. 



Revolver Undulators, Single-Jaw Prototype Measurement and Testing 

 The single-jaw prototype was magnetically measured with excellent results (after some tweaks); the 
A position field reproducibility is 2-3 Gauss at a gap of 10.5 mm with phase errors of 3.6-4.0 degrees, 
similar to a non-revolver undulator.  It also completed a 500 cycle test, simulating 2 years of 
operation. 
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Close-up of the single-jaw prototype in the “A” 
position, with the gap closed.  The magnetic structure 
in the “B” position is rotated back towards the 
undulator frame. 

DCS Revolver Undulator 
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For the A position, it was discovered during testing that asymmetry in the gap between the B magnet and frame (upstream vs. downstream ends) caused poor field reproducibility.  Once aligned symmetrically, this was not a problem.We have not yet tuned the two-jaw prototype, but are expecting no showstoppers due to the single-jaw measurements.



Revolver Undulators, Dynamic Compression Sector (DCS) Status & Plans 

 The prototype revolver undulator (3.3/2.7-cm periods) 
is being prepared for installation in Sector 35 in the 
upcoming shutdown.  This is an integral activity in the 
DCS schedule and was presented as a schedule 
contingency at the DCS CD-2 review. 

 The sector cannot currently accommodate the full-
length ID vacuum chamber (IDVC) that was intended 
for installation.  To avoid having to modify the 
currently-installed IDVC to accept the revolver-
compatible stands, we experimented (successfully) 
with removing the center IDVC stand.  The area the 
revolver will occupy is entirely between the two 
stands. 

 The first “production” revolver undulator (3.0/2.7-cm 
periods) will be built early in 2015 and installed in 
Sector 35 in the April/May Shutdown (and the 
prototype revolver undulator will be removed).  All 
the parts for the production undulator are in-house 
except for the “strongbacks,” which are expected in 
December, 2014. 
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DCS Revolver Undulator 

Presenter
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The development and testing required for installation of one undulator isn’t very different from that required for the originally-envisioned six.  The prototype will be robust and failsafe, with magnetic performance meeting all beamline and storage ring specifications.But the production undulator will, undoubtedly, have some improvements derived from experience using the prototype.



Revolver Undulator Engineering Highlights, Controls 
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DCS Revolver Undulator 

• The control system is designed to make the switch 
between magnet structures transparent to the 
user, while maintaining strict protection of the 
undulator and the ID vacuum chamber. 

• The gap and revolver drives are interlocked.  The 
gap must be open to enable the revolver drives; 
the revolver drives must both be in one of the two 
desired positions to enable the gap drives. 

• The controls employ redundancy in these 
interlocks, similar to that used in the gap 
separation controls, with software and encoder 
feedback as the first line of defense.   

• Gate array logic using limit switches is the next line 
of defense, which allows recovery from hitting a 
limit switch by inhibiting further motion in that 
direction, but allowing motion in the opposite 
direction.   

• Finally, a hard-wired interlock provides the last line 
of defense, as it completely disables motor power. 
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The complexity of what’s going on with the revolver will be behind the scenes.  Choosing the unselected magnet structure will trigger a sequence of opening to the required gap, revolving to the other magnet structure position and then closing to the desired gap.



Revolver Undulator Engineering Highlights, Mechanical 
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DCS Revolver Undulator 

• The revolver undulator uses the existing APS undulator gap separation mechanism, 
accommodates all APS-designed undulator magnet structures, preserves gap 
tapering capability and is compatible with existing ID vacuum chambers. 

• The components unique to the revolver were designed for minimal differential pole 
gap deflection, by supporting the strongback in four places and optimizing the 
strongback supports and the guide rail spacing to complement the strongback. 

• The design features low-friction, commercially-available curved bearings/rails for 
revolver guidance, and a wormgear drive system that cannot be backdriven, so is 
failsafe when unpowered. 

• The wormgear is a “duplex” design, allowing backlash adjustment without changing 
the wormshaft/wormwheel center distance.  

Early design deflection analysis 
(highly exaggerated) showing 
uniform deflection (green area) 
across the magnet mounting face 
(<10 micron variation under loading 
of 5000 pounds (larger than force 
from 3.3-cm period undulator at 10.5 
mm  gap). 

Presenter
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Existing gap separation mechanisms and magnet structures can be repurposed for revolver undulator use.  Using the existing gap separation mechanism for a revolver undulator was a MAJOR breakthrough during the LDRD.Each strongback is supported in four locations.  The strongback supports are designed to complement the 



Revolver Undulator, Revolving! 
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DCS Revolver Undulator 

Video of the 3.3-/2.7-cm period 
prototype revolver undulator. 
 
• At a gap of 170 mm (for either 

magnet position), the revolver drives 
are enabled. 

• The video shows the jaws revolving 
from the 2.7-cm period magnet 
structure (red) to the 3.3-cm period 
magnet structure (gold). 

 



Revolver Undulator Future Plans- Three Undulators in One? 
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DCS Revolver Undulator 

• A design study was done to explore extending the capabilities of this revolver 
undulator to three magnet structures, oriented at 45° to each other. 

• This would exploit the smaller “good field” region required by the MBA lattice 
by using narrower magnets and poles.  It would also exploit the smaller IDVC 
of the MBA lattice; this scheme would not be feasible with the current IDVC. 

• There are also control and magnetic tuning questions to be addressed, but a 
“three-headed” revolver looks like a very viable, cost-effective option for use 
with the MBA lattice. 

 



Revolver Undulator Program, Acknowledgements 
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DCS Revolver Undulator 
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I’m sure I’m slighting someone, but I’m equally sure I NEED to thank at least all of these people!  Special thanks to Marty Smith for extensive controls development, and Mohan Ramanathan and Mike Merritt for controls consultations.  Their experience has been vital in bringing this program together.I also want to thank Kevin D’Amico and all of DCS for unwavering support.  I can’t wait to turn over your revolver undulator!
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